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AARS is Fairness Justice & Satisfaction for Blacks                                         

and Racial Reconciliation with all Nations & Races 



God’s Genesis: We start and finalize AARS with God to mandate reparations for Black people. 

In 2nd Samuel vs. 10, it says, {“Moreover I will appoint a place for my people Israel, and will plant 

them, that they may dwell in a place of their own, and move no more; neither shall the children of 

wickedness afflict them anymore, as beforetime”}.  Black people can relate because they need their 

own land to live on in peace, without the wicked long-lasting afflictions of racism, as in pastimes. 

Black people need God’s guiding light to stay on the course of repair, in order to heal, and never 

divert back to their poor conditions, as of today, when they get their own prime repatriated and 

sovereign land, right here in America. The great attorney Alexander J. Pires said, we should tell 

the story from antiquity to present, to show America the afflictions and problems caused by racism, 

invasions, colonialism, slavery, and segregation. These tragic periods convey major obstacles, and 

perpetuate emotional and social problems, so they need reparations to repair that massive damage. 

{Therefore, we expose true Black History to prove Africa is the Cradle of Civilization, and Blacks 

are the original people, so that everyone and especially the police, knows they deserve much 

respect, and to stop daily harassment and unjust killings}! Then invasions and captivity of Africa, 

via grand theft of her land and resources, and enslaving Black people. Then barriers and injuries 

caused by subjugation. Then their deeply subdued psychological damage induced by a divisive 

Willie Lynch Letter, and historical oppression. Then the desperate need to repair and rebuild Africa 

and Black people. We finish with Pastor programs for healing and repairing for the next 50 years.  

Black History: Learning the true history of the world would provide a clear understanding of the 

many different contributions, that came from various cultures and peoples around the world. A 

terrible part of history (racism), that needs adjusting, is why European scholars have elevated their 

culture, while belittling and diminishing others. Let us reveal the African culture and pay tribute 

to their awesome achievements in technology and math, which led to establishing and maintaining 

classical African infrastructure. Then try to understand the exceptional manner in which they 

governed their affairs, and the significance of their impact on the advancement of their civilization, 

and most other cultures around the world. {The great ancient African civilizations consisted of 

knowledge and wisdom that was so powerful, that it provided diagrams for most of the wonders 

of the world, and also the foundations for society as we know it today}! These great civilizations 

produced great African Kings such as Akhenaton, the world's greatest social reformer of all time.    

According to Dr. Leaky, the European paleontologist, Africa is the birthplace of all of humanity. 

According to Mendel, the European scientist who proved dark genes are dominant, and light genes 

are recessive, Africans are the original people, and the parents of all humans. According to the 

Honorable Elijah Muhammad, the African prophet who brought self-esteem to millions of Blacks 

in America, Blacks are the original people, and have been here for trillions of years. {The original 

people were created in God’s image, and as God’s chosen people, he gave them knowledge to 

create and advance the arts and sciences, including concepts of language, time, travel, trade, and 

majestic construction}. The original people were very dark Black folks. They called the land where 

they lived the home of the burnt and dark-skinned people. Known as Kemet among the scholars.  



Racism & Damage & DFR: Due to centuries of 1{lies}and deceit the myth says damage started 

in 1619 when the slave crop production era began, and that the damage took place over the last 

400 years. Neither of those myths are true. The damage actually started before the European 

Invasions began in 332 B.C., because it takes at least 75 years (407 B.C.) to plot chaos and murders 

for resources, slave labor, and deviant sex. They created a supremacist theory that took effect after 

centuries of building it in terrorism and mass murders, that became racism/white supremacy, to 

subjugate native people, and steal their resources. They actually plotted to persuade their peoples 

to carry out such evil atrocities. They decided to colonize and deplete Africa after finding its’ a 

good strategic location, has valuable resources, good weather, and millions of Blacks to abuse and 

enslave. They stole more than $600T worth of resources, and still captivate and steal from Africa 

today! They murdered more than 600 million Black people, and constantly raped the women, until 

they lightened their races color!! So, Blacks should claim reparations for more than 2000 years!!! 

The 2{truth} is the Pope noticed that 7 European nations were fighting over African land, 

resources, and millions of Blacks to colonize, vandalize, mistreat, and murder. In order to stop the 

fighting, he suggested partitioning Africa into 7 territories where resources flourished on the 

superior continent, so each nation could continue colonizing and dehumanizing Black people. This 

was plotting the destruction of Africa for the benefit of all of those guilty of crimes of slavery, 

profiting from capturing and exploiting Africa, and attacking and enslaving Black people. That 

occurred in Africa, the Diaspora, and the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade. Now abuse spreads and lasts 

in America and globally today! This plotting era took place from 250 A.D. until 325 A.D., when 

they made the partitioning official. Africa and Black people suffered great damage during these 

plotting eras. So, Blacks encountered massive damage from 407 B.C., until the 1906 massacre in 

ATL, up to the 2021 world wide pandemic, caused by viruses created by man, spreading more 

rapidly among Blacks; thus, echoing the call Blacks should claim reparations for over 2000 years!! 

In AARS we were going to seek an Equity Restorative Justice (ERJ) settlement of $67T. In ERJ 

victims settle for less than they are owed, but they demand ample resources to repair the damage 

done to their people at home and abroad. Since the government is considering benefits for others; 

especially 450k as reparations for Mexicans; Blacks are delayed, passed up, and denied again; 

extending deep mental frustration; so they Demand Full Redress (DFR) now! In DFR we can claim 

reparations for 2000 years, but we know that exceeds $800T, so we defer in terms to recalculate 

for the AARS recuperating plan, with individual and family payouts, to yield a composite number. 

The strong part of AARS is we generate the wealth ourselves; so, we really could produce $800T, 

though it may take 50 years, or any other amount we choose. Now we talk about generating wealth 

later, so let’s talk about a number relevant to the damage over the last 500 years, in terms of DFR. 

Therefore, we will still claim damages in DFR over the last 500 years, but include more areas of 

damage, instead of omitting some like we did for ERJ. Since the 1st invasions began in 332 BC, 

we have to mention guilty parties pillaged Africa for more than 2000 years!! Then we overlap into 

the worst era of slavery in America from 1517-1619, when Africans were forced to clear the land 

in the south without heavy industrial machinery. The mixture of this explosive era, and the harmful 



effects of the Willie Lynch Letter, are the reasons why Blacks have earned and deserve repatriated 

land in the south. That requires 8 southern states, to set 40 square miles (40 mi2) of prime land 

aside, for the repatriation model. We are also demanding the government to designate 32 other 

states with large populations of Blacks, to set areas of 40 mi2 of prime land aside, for the sovereign 

model. The government should stipulate that this repatriated and sovereign land can never be taken 

away from Blacks; for eminent domain, any necessity, or any other reason that they ever conceive!  

The AAIU also list 30 reasons for Blacks to claim reparations on section 5 article 5 of their website; 

https://aaiuendracsim.org Then see https://www.nairaland.com/2971359/shocking-pictures-

slavery-never-seen to see brutal enslaver tactics causing trauma proving reparations are overdue! 

After you read those 30 reasons, see the tactics, then consider this info revealed, you will see why 

studies prove reparations should have been awarded to Blacks right after slavery, and that there is 

no way, that any others should have ever received reparations, before Africa, and all Black people!! 

Note: damage, death, and destruction amassed is from 407 B.C. plotting - 2021 viruses created!!! 

So, they should not deny Blacks reparations any longer. They should ratify AARS immediately!!!!    

On the AAIU examination, their 40-year-old study on Africa and Black people uncovered cycles 

of family, financial, and social problems; along with the induction of severe psychological damage; 

Blacks were hurt tremendously economically and socially by being denied a proper education; 

{they suffer from mental anguish because of constant harassment and wrongful deaths, as others 

are offered benefits and reparations for much less harm}; they suffer from thinking debilities 

because of exclusion and repression; they suffer from a lack of representation because they are 

divided in various groups, which perceive theirs is best; they suffer from effects of these divisions 

because it prevents solidarity, and collective movement; so Blacks should engage programs to 

diffuse and transform that divisive slave mentality; {they suffer from medical and science field 

corruption creating viruses to engage population control, then selling vaccines prior to finishing 

clinical trials to make billions!!}; they suffer from a racist socialization which has caused and is 

surging immense yet calculatable abstract, concrete, and transitional damage. By identifying 

factors and variables of categorical danger in phases of assaults for land, resources, and forced foul 

sex for centuries; we adjust an algorithm of corporate seizure, and measure it through a matrix and 

matrices of systems, operating in quantitative analysis, quadratic functions, and linear equations, 

to ascertain, adjust, and produce the statistical numerical figure. 

We also include 2 Profound Facts, “The World’s Economy & America were Built on the Backs of 

Black Slaves”, and Suppressed Emotional Trauma is causing Blacks to Develop Mental Disorders! 

We thank the Pope for telling Christians to apologize to Africans for Slavery, and the World 

Council of Churches for telling the U.S., Arabs, 7 European Nations, and Jews to pay Reparations 

to Africa and her Black people. Apologies should come with cash to generate wealth. We suggest 

(1) $50T from each of the 9 entities for reparations that they owe, or (2) for all 9 to set $500B aside 

for investments to rebuild Africa, the Diaspora, and for their personal relief! Note: to expedite the 

process we don’t need $50T, or $500B; just $5B from each of the 9 groups to the Black Banks, 

https://www.nairaland.com/2971359/shocking-pictures-slavery-never-seen
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to help serve our purpose to rebuild and provide for our motherland. Then we can negotiate an ERJ 

settlement for our Global Black Family in those areas, like 2M per family, since the cost of living 

is much lower, and number of Blacks are much higher. That is how and why we calculated and 

determined $450 Trillion is sufficient for Blacks in Africa and globally. 

{It is multimetric to coagulate paradigms suffusing anomalies and concepts in logics, hypothesis, 

physics, sciences, and theories, which translate from archeology, to paleontology, to hieroglyphics, 

then to aggregate sequential equations, converting social constructs and phenomena to arithmetic}.    

By assessing damage over the last 500 years in the U.S., including areas we left out for ERJ 

purposes, we verified $200 Trillion is a DFR settlement. We show the reparations debt for being 

chained and captured; fueling cruelty and brutality and unjust corporate, entity, family, U.S., 

Arabs, Jews, and 7 nations enrichment for centuries; including slaughters on Slave Ports in Africa 

like Goree Island; murders in Africa and globally for centuries; lying, tricking, and stealing 

Africans by force for slavery; linked crimes of displacement; deculturalization; horrors of the 

middle passage; major negative effects of the Willie Lynch Letter;{centuries of slave breaking 

colonies; inhumane chattel slavery, withheld slave labor pay & withheld wealth from crops}; lies, 

deceit, propaganda, and stereotypes; total black town massacres; reckless unjust fatalities; stolen 

inventions and contributions advancing civilizations; their deposed noble legacy; hundreds of 

trillions stolen out of Africa via resources and elements; and historical pain and suffering from 

rapes, and assaults to terrorize Blacks; was closely vetted and logically computed at $200 Trillion! 

In AARS we use all 3 models of reparations for the collective for all 50 million Blacks in the U.S., 

with an individual settlement, with a priority on Poor Blacks, HBCU’s, and Black Institutions. The 

three models of reparations are (1) Improving Integration, (2) Expanding Repatriation, and (3) 

Creating Sovereignty. We need $89 Trillion for programs to improve, expand, and create each 

model, with $100 Trillion for individual relief, plus $11 Trillion for hazards and unexpected costs, 

(that is $200 Trillion, a DFR settlement), as we {prepare for sovereignty with programs}.Yes, 

Blacks still get emergency individual relief if they deny sovereignty, and the option to study and 

{engage various cultural and social programs to transform, or remain stable}, for healing purposes, 

and for healthy and productive living. In AARS we produce and seek ways to create and find jobs. 

In AARS we get the government to designate 40 mi2 of land for 1 million Blacks, symbolic to 40 

acres and a mule. We know Manhattan is 33.77 mi2 with 1.63 million people, so 40 mi2 is suitable 

for each Black land settlement. We ask the Army Engineers, Black Professionals, and Certified 

Unions to connect to build, and train our youth to build and maintain our cities. We get the military 

to build a small strong base at our cities, and train our people to become the military police for our 

cities. We get the military to leave some strong soldiers behind who will help to build the bases, to 

patrol with our strong Black people they train, to keep our cities and indigenous citizens safe. The 

pay is $4,000.00 a month for Blacks 18-34, and $8,000.00 a month for Blacks 35-54. The Army 

Engineers, Black Pros, Certified Unions, and Military Workers will get a $3000.00 a month bonus. 

We get experienced professionals for clinical, emotional, rehabilitative, social, therapeutical, and 



financial services. This will prepare Blacks to heal, limit celebrating, and utilize reparations wisely. 

This is the repair process for Blacks. They get emergency relief, repair the damage, and prepare 

for a peaceful, productive, progressive, and safe future via AARS. Blacks should not continue to 

be victims of institutional and systematic racism, nor unjustifiable police killings! It is very sad!! 

Expressly in others getting reparations, without the deaths, damages, losses, injuries and sacrifices.   

Recently, President Joe Biden even stated we should have a federal commission to study Black 

reparations. But his actions seem to avoid, delay, and even deny redress, so Blacks should claim 

AARS, by preparing for (I) national action. That action is planning for the 2nd National Black 

Political Convention, then the 2nd Million Man March, to propel the 2nd Civil Rights Movement, 

to demand ratifying AARS; ASAP. We put pressure on the government and all guilty groups with 

a collective demand for AARS. In view of Biden’s statement, Senator Steven Bradford was asked 

to endorse or produce a Black Reparations Plan. So, we should (II) blitz him with calls and emails 

to let him know Blacks want AARS for reparations. We put pressure on him, to make sure he goes 

through the process to have AARS ratified ASAP, for our U.S., and Global Black Family. 

Fortunately, we can save them a lot of time because after 40 years of research we produced this 

African-American Reparations/Sovereignty (AARS) Plan. The focus is sovereignty to get Blacks 

their own land, like others with districts and reservations. AARS shows how reparations should 

unfold to get justice for Blacks, and as a healing source for the races. The advantage of claiming 

AARS is we get a strong plan, and we generate our own wealth, so we don’t settle for less than 

we need, which others will secretly try to negotiate to avoid their debt, and to keep Blacks down. 

Examining the Plebiscite Vote (PV): The PV is meant to let everyone know Blacks are 

indigenous to this land, as relatives of the ancient African Olmecs, who were here first, not Native 

Americans or Mexicans, and that they deserve the rights and privileges of indigenous people. The 

PV advocates Blacks do not have to continue to live in integration as hopeless victims of mounting 

corruption, hate crimes, and unjust murders. Yet, we know many Blacks will prefer to remain 

integrated, but that is only because that is their only way of knowing life in America. In view of 

these facts AARS offers programs and services to improve integration, along with SEEG Marshall 

Plan like programs to generate wealth, to build new elite and safe repatriated and sovereign cities. 

The PV functions to finish the CRM, when Blacks were forced to integrate. Blacks lost many great 

gains from long periods of struggles, when they were forced to integrate prematurely. They lost 

schools, businesses, communities, family structure, and tribal village customs; and they lacked 

proper finances, representation, and an agenda. So, they never should have been forced to integrate 

without proper preparation. With reparations they fill these voids, and choose where they want to 

live, with programs to implement the three models of reparations. This is a very serious, definitely 

qualified, and most powerful political move for Blacks to make to achieve worldwide full equality. 

The PV is after Juneteenth on 6-27-22, to claim an injured indigenous status, this AARS Plan, and 

one of the three models for residence. The PV is a political process for Blacks to engage in to take 

control of their lives, get their own land, form their own government, write their own laws, form 



their own military police force to stop deadly psychotic unjust police abuse and killings. They will 

also form their own entities, companies, corporations, institutions, and systems, to provide a 

quality education, gainful and meaningful employment, excellent housing, premiere health care, 

and to decide their future collectively, as they should have done after the Civil Rights Movement. 

Improving Integration & the AARS Congress: {The AAIU will form the AARS Congress to 

implement the AARS Plan, and follow (1) through (7) the next time a Black person is unjustly 

killed by the police, or to start the Reparations Movement. The AARS Congress will (1) initiate a 

5-year national protest against police killings and for reparations; (2) initiate a 5-year-national 

dialogue on racism, corruption, and police terrorism; (3) initiate 5-year-case studies to identify 

systematic problems, to produce solutions in all institutions, and in society; (4) initiate 5-year-case 

studies to improve interaction with and performance of all companies, institutions, and systems 

which Blacks depend on for socialization, living, and survival; (5) initiate 5-year-long boycotting 

against companies who disrespect Blacks; (6) do mass buying from companies who respect Blacks; 

and (7) transferring 75% of our assets from other banks to the new U.S. Black Banks. This 7 Power 

Move Process is effective, if done nationally and simultaneously, to get Blacks respect instantly}. 

The AARS Congress will consist of people with a track record of helping Blacks, those who are 

knowledgeable of reparations, those with reparations plans, those protesting injustice, those giving 

input on the AARS Plan, and those who know diplomacy, law, and politics. {{The AARS Congress 

national dialogue with participants who have studied corruption, racism, or police terrorism for at 

least 20 years, or produced work on the 3 topics; and the 5-year studies, will improve integration 

much more than anyone can imagine. A process to improve corporate, police, and race relations}}. 

It is our greatest desire to reunite the Black Family at home and abroad with AARS. We all know 

there is strength in numbers, so together we stand, but divided we fall. We are hoping and praying 

to unite all reparations activists and groups, then the entire Black Family with AARS, to prioritize 

pursuing reparations. When we forge the AARS media blitz we believe most Blacks will vote yes. 

{{Everyone in the U.S. should endorse this AARS plan as reparations for Blacks, and studies to 

produce positive changes in all businesses, companies, entities, institutions, and systems in society, 

because it benefits Blacks, and everyone else in America}}. AARS was designed to unify and get 

justice for Blacks, and to lead to true and lasting racial harmony among all people in America, and 

globally. We say 20-25 million Blacks may want to remain integrated, we will know after the PV. 

Expanding Repatriation: Blacks should learn that repatriation is going back to Africa, down 

south, or any other place on earth where Blacks were enslaved or exploited. We will have leaders 

from an international group like (ADDI), in the AARS Congress to direct the repatriation process. 

Blacks will go with a good understanding of the customs of their people in the places where they 

choose to go, to make sure they don’t offend their distant native relatives on arrival, and to go with 

a sense of belonging. This will start the Global Black Family Healing, Recovering, Reuniting, and 

{Transforming of their Indoctrinated Slave Mind Set Process}. {{They should also go committed 

to work to improve relations within their Extended Black Family, and with ample resources to 



build new, elite, and safe repatriated cities. They should also take time to learn their native names, 

languages, customs, and culture; to prepare for the Black Culture & Family Restoration Process}}. 

Captain Paul Cuffee was the first to call for repatriation, but Marcus Garvey was the most famous 

advocate. He formed a Black Starline Company complete with a fleet of ships to sail Blacks back 

to Africa on descent ships, to reenact and vent from being displaced, deculturated, and transported 

like animals in chains, on wicked, awful smelling slave ships, leading to life in bondage and misery. 

Randall Robinson and W.E.B. Du Bois are the two most notable Blacks who repatriated. They left 

because Blacks get no justice, and they need to reunite, so Blacks should expand this model for 

those feeling the pains of injustice, and the need to reunite. Blacks should also get dual citizenship 

to Africa, or another area of the Diaspora, to advance their Global Black Family Reuniting Process. 

Bishop Henry McNeal Turner (1834-1915): One of the most influential African-American 

leaders in the late-nineteenth-century Macon, Georgia.  

Henry McNeal Turner was a pioneering church organizer and missionary for 

the African Methodist Episcopal Church (AME) in Georgia, later rising to the 

rank of bishop. Turner was also an active politician and Reconstruction-era state 

legislator from Macon. Later in life, he became an outspoken advocate of the 

repatriation model of reparations, which is basically back-to-Africa emigration, 

but it includes all other places where Blacks were enslaved and/or exploited.  

Turner was born in 1834 in Newberry Courthouse, South Carolina, to Sarah 

Greer and Hardy Turner. Turner was never a slave. His paternal grandmother 

was a white plantation owner. His maternal grandfather, David Greer was a 

Black man, who was taken by force to North America aboard a slave ship in 

chains. Yet, according to family legend, was found to have a tattoo with the 

Mandingo coat of arms, signifying his royal status in Africa. So, the South 

Carolinians decided not to sell Greer into slavery, and sent him to live with a Quaker family. We 

believe 5-10 million Blacks may prefer repatriation. We will know after the PV. 

Creating Sovereignty: {Sovereignty is developing a new line of thinking}, for Blacks to seek 

their own land in America to look out for their own best interest, to declare and pursue their own 

political and ideological agenda, and destination. It denotes many of them leaving the shackles of 

integration, while gaining control over their lives in sovereignty, stipulating absolute power and 

authority of a consenting people to form their own government, to manage all activities, 

businesses, resources, and entities within its borders. Everybody knows Blacks are controlled by 

Whites in integration, and that is their obvious and main problem. Blacks need their own land to 

get away from problems and the police in integration, and to provide basic needs for their people. 

Blacks should also learn that sovereignty is their salvation in America. The government awards 

them 40 square miles of land, symbolic to 40 acres and a mule, to build their own elite safe cities, 

completed with high-tech infrastructures. Their city plans include construction in awe and splendor 

to honor their great civilizations, freedom fighters, and political prisoners of the past and present. 

 

Bishop Henry 

McNeal Turner 
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Their cities will have beautiful homes, parks, schools, highways, roads; and successful businesses, 

companies, and corporations; with superior communication, protection, and nutritional services. 

Their city residents will produce products for sustainability, and for local, state and international 

commerce. There are many Blacks with good ideas and proposals. We should use the SEEG source 

to generate wealth to fund all projects Blacks visualize in our own cities, no more begging. So, 

Blacks become proud multi trillion-dollar producers, instead of injured trillion-dollar consumers. 

We press for Blacks to prioritize utilizing reparations among themselves, instead of spending all 

of it with others. The money should stay within the Black Family. Blacks should produce food; 

design homes, cars, and clothes; provide light, water and power; and produce appliances (like 

TVs), electrical devices (like generators), and electronic devices (like computers). Blacks should 

get reparations and become producers of all products to keep the money in their family. It is just 

as important for us to press for Blacks to do like Malcolm X said, “Some Serious House Cleaning”.  

Sovereignty also refers to the inherent rights of all peoples, to govern themselves without any 

interference. When Blacks start educating, employing, policing, and providing housing and health 

care for their people, their problems will be solved. That cannot be done in integration. That is 

why it is imperative and of the ut-most importance for most Blacks to become a sovereign people 

in America. Initially we expect 20-25 million Blacks (40%) may prefer sovereignty. We will know 

after the PV. However, we believe 80% of all Blacks will prefer to become a sovereign people, 

after they see we have no racism, solemn peace, and are making collective progress in new cities. 

The 20% who may want to remain integrated as they should, are the 10% who are rich or satisfied. 

The other 10% are the sell outs. The masses should want a new beginning with God and a plan. 

There is no way Blacks should want to remain living by a people who enslaved them, then do not 

want to make amends, for the worst and longest crime in history! but they are quick to help others!! 

When Blacks get their own land to build their own cities; they can establish their own books, 

customs, and holidays to observe like Building Bridges over Troubled Waters, Rites of Passage, 

and Kwanzaa; and others that offer programs to repair damage; celebrate black awards, triumphs, 

and contributions; honor their heroes and sheroes; and offers guidance and stability for the masses.  

{{Blacks have to learn that they have earned, are entitled to, and should start thinking and knowing 

they can live in peace, in their own sovereign and repatriated cities, here in America. They should 

claim an indigenous status with the PV, on the land their ancestors built with their blood, sweat, 

forced slave labor, contributions, ingenuity, inventions, (National War Sacrifices), and tears. Now 

is a good time to learn AARS presents positive alternatives for Blacks to living in integration, so 

let us reunite to relentlessly pursue reparations with a plan, that will initiate and propel improving 

integration, expanding repatriation, creating sovereignty, and preparing for (I) national action}}. 

Dissolving racism and improving police relations is the “change” that will make America a much 

better place. AARS was written with visions to start a peaceful and political process, to achieve 

both “goals”. {{The AARS plan is for everyone 18 and older in America to observe, as part of a 

program to seek unity and justice for Blacks, and racial harmony with all races for a civil society}}. 



We recognize reparations for “crimes against humanity”, “in memory of our ancestors” to reunite, 

repair, restore, and uplift our people back to the safe, spiritual, and progressive status we were in, 

prior to slavery. In AARS we provide 5 & 50-year programs and services to bring this to fruition. 

* Generating Wealth: This is a new, critical, and turning point development in the reparations 

arena. Since AARS includes a solid comprehensive plan and generating wealth, if Blacks agree 

AARS is a good reparations plan to implement, the government should ratify AARS as reparations 

for Blacks in America and globally, immediately, yet no later than Juneteenth of 22. Then all 

Blacks should embrace this AARS plan to secure freedom, justice, equality, and safety, at home 

and abroad! Now, everyone knows if the government and guilty groups offers their deemed 

amount in cash, it will be insufficient, and have complications, limitations, and strings attached. 

However, if we generate the wealth ourselves, we can do what is most important in reparations, 

and that is we identify and create programs and services to implement, to repair the colossal 

damage inflicted upon our people. We will also generate enough wealth to rebuild Africa, and the 

Diaspora with new infrastructure, and repatriated cities. {{That says generating wealth helps 

Blacks to regain Black pride and unity, and to attain liberation. So, Generating Wealth becomes 

the most valuable tool to provide reparations for Blacks now, and no later than Juneteenth of 22}}! 

Most Blacks are poor folks experiencing a cycle of racial deprivation perpetuating psychological 

and social oppression. Reparations should go to poor Blacks first, then rich Blacks may use their 

reparations, or cash reserves to make a huge profit, and provide reparations to help poor Blacks, 

with the SEEG source. {{Note this critical information, with the SEEG source clients cannot lose 

their money, because the funds stay in their accounts for program timing and operations. The 

banks and their officers manage the programs, so they are safe and produce exponential returns}}. 

In America the SEEG source calls for the government, the Jews, the 17 corporations, and those 

with compassionate to (A) form 100 groups, with $2T each to provide as reparations of ($200T), 

over the next 50 years. Now we know the 19 groups listed here each owe at least $2T, then we get 

89 other people and groups with compassion to set $2T aside, for reparations; or (B) we get 100 

groups to donate 5B instead, which is great debt relief, for the SEEG to generate wealth, $200T, 

in 50 years. We also get groups who can afford more than 5B, to set 50B aside, or what is doable 

for seed funds, for the SEEG. The SEEG business source is experienced with various programs. 

{We go to the groups with the SEEG programs to generate wealth, instead of begging, or filing 

lawsuits, which we may never win with the U.S. courts leaning on Standing, Statue of Limitations, 

Sovereign Immunity, and many other laws they will adopt or create, to prevent Blacks from getting 

reparations}. Generating wealth expedites the process for Blacks to get reparations. Now, it is 

politically incorrect and socially unacceptable to continue to deny Blacks reparations, in the midst 

of offering benefits and reparations to others! Especially since Blacks can generate wealth now!! 

Herein we offer the government and guilty groups a source to make amends, coupled with the 

option to make a huge profit, but we may negotiate to let the seed funds be charitable or refunded, 

and let the profits go for reparations. Generating wealth should be the strong and turning point for 

the government, all guilty groups, those with compassion, and all Blacks, to agree on utilizing the 



SEEG source, to generate wealth for reparations now. Then, 1 client, or 1 sole corporate signatory 

opens a new 100M, 500M, 1B, or 5B cash account at a major bank. Then they engage the program. 

The 5B seed funds go to the 20 U.S. Black Banks. We get 1 client, or 1 corporate signatory, to 

open a new 5B account from the entries to enter; then we negotiate for the AARS account & clients. 

AARS is very strong in providing ample resources for victims, and means for guilty groups to 

apologize, provide seed funds, and possibly profit, but definitely make a promise of non-repetition. 

Folks say it is absolutely wrong for guilty groups to profit, and I agree, but we offer it as an 

incentive to secure reparations for Blacks ASAP! They have waited way too long, so they want, 

need, and deserve their reparations now! Since we have a source to generate the wealth, that should 

expedite ratifying AARS ASAP, and no later than Juneteenth of 2022. The source calls for them 

to donate $5B in seed funds, instead of $2T that they owe. Once again this is great debt relief for 

the government and all guilty groups. AARS facilitates Racial Healing by providing immediate 

and emergency relief for victims on 12-1-22 & easing debt from guilty groups to generate wealth.  

Pastors Repair Programs: 

 

Dr. King and others provided a valuable service by conducting the Civil Rights Movement out of 

their churches. They thought Blacks would reach equality if they were integrated. Since Blacks 

never reached, or came close to equality in the U.S., they should want repatriation and sovereignty. 

ALL CHURCHES AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD BE INVOLVED – The Pope and 

the Church, (the U.S., Jews & 17 Corps.), are all guilty of gaining trillions in unjust enrichment, 

from slavery and mistreatment in America. All capable Churches should set $2T aside, and the 19 

groups should set $2T aside for the SEEG source, or set 5B aside for SEEG’s source to generate 

wealth. We can generate wealth for Blacks in Africa, America, and globally with the SEEG source. 

All Black, White, and Jewish people who go to worship at their services for spiritual guidance, 

should admit Blacks cope with lingering issues from racism and slavery, and problems persist, and 

know others abuse and mistreat them, because they follow the oppressors and their conspirators. 

So, they all should take a step back to say sorry, and donate $5B for the SEEG to generate wealth. 

Translation: The U.S. government will award Black Reparations, then the races will form a better 

opinion of one another, and develop mutual respect for one another. This is the racial healing that 

will make God proud, and America a much better place. Granting AARS Reparations may avoid 

an end time revolutionary event, where the level of destruction is similar in the book of revelations. 

Rev. George Brooks: I will make this very short because I am tired of fighting evil Black folks 

who do not want to fight evil White folks, if needed, in order to rectify the wrongs done unto our 

ancestors. So, I simply say we should know there are good and bad people in all races. In knowing 

this we can say slavery was a crime that was committed by bad people, who are enemies of 

equality, yet they made great monetary gains, in the hundreds of trillions of dollars, and as a result 

created a global system of racism/white supremacy, subjugating native peoples, stealing their 

natural resources, and owning and controlling the world with a built-up star trek like military force. 



The bad people owe the good people they enslaved reparations for abuse, damages, injuries, losses, 

and oppression from racism, slavery, reconstruction, segregation, integration, and now viruses. Is 

our ancestors, and current injuries, destruction, and cruel treatment, deserving of a fight to make 

the enslavers pay some type of penalty? I say yes, with a resounding yes!!! In comparison to other 

groups who already received reparations, Blacks were damaged much much worse, and for a much 

much longer period of time. There is no question as to whether or not Blacks need, deserve, and 

have earned reparations, the answer is in AARS to show what and how reparations should unfold. 

Rev. Tom B. Watson: He has dedicated more than 25 years to community involvement, and is a 

former superintendent of the Milne's Boys Home. He is "Calling the Community to Order" as it 

pertains to boys and men; specifically, violence, drugs, and homicide. There is a great need for a 

call to order among Black Men, and among and within the Black Family. Rev. Watson, founder 

and pastor of Watson Teaching Ministries, recognizes that there is a void in this nation in terms of 

leadership, and fathers in homes. In light of all of the concerns, coupled with other persistent socio-

economic issues threatening to annihilate the male seed, and their families, Rev. Watson will lead 

a citywide, town hall forum, to declare with a resonating voice that, The Black Man is Important!  

"The Call to Order translates into a call for action to strengthen men now to save our boys from 

extinction," Pastor Watson explains. "One, we have to stop the assault on Black men, including 

violence, crime, diseases, the police, viruses, and other hardships meant to destroy them. Two, we 

have to make men see their necessary role in bringing our communities to order. And three, we 

must continue to empower and develop men, so they can take their rightful place in their families, 

communities, states, and our nation. AAIU uses men to form and join organizations for protection.  

 

More than just a gathering, the town hall will re-ignite programs that Pastor Watson and his wife 

and partner in ministry, the Rev. Pat Watson, have spearheaded for years. Among them is a Male 

Mentorship Program, and a Rites of Passage Program, which takes males from boyhood to 

manhood, in a strong, nurturing, and career-oriented environment. His wife started the first Family 

Preservation Program at Kingsley House long ago. We add these programs to AARS as services. 

Rev. Brown: I am glad to see the good work that all preachers and their associates are doing to 

help our people. I am writing you lawyer to lawyer to inform you of the changes in law that do not 

require an apology. {The UN General Assembly in Resolution 60/147 sets out the definitions and 

the remedies of reparations, which the U.S., guilty parties, and the other offending entities have 

the spiritual and state responsibility to abide by via compensation, restitution, rehabilitation, and a 

guarantee of non-repetition}. We have stipulated this course of action within the AARS plan. 

The UN law has no statute of limitations, or tracing requirements. What is required is a consensus 

for collective representation; [An AARS Plebiscite Vote on June 27, 2022], which we are 

positioning around the country to give us standing. It will give us the in injured indigenous status 

(standing), with rights to land and other reparative measures. We would like you to join us on this 



most important and sacred life changing AARS legal and political project, to take Blacks into full 

equality here in America and globally. We will use the AARS Congress authority, which will hold 

an electronic ballot box election via Large Black Churches, for the Plebiscite Vote, and conduct 

many practices and processes to secure reparations for Blacks at home and abroad.  

AARS is mainly for Blacks who are less fortunate; gang related; poorly educated; mentally ill; 

declining physically; (in jail, or out of jail and on probation or parole); having visions of ٠Africans 

being harshly thrown overboard and jumping out of fear off of slave ships! ٠ or visioning huge 

intoxicated crowds gathered to cheer a violent lynching!! This social and psychological 

oppression is deeply rooted racism, so the people need Black Unity, White and Jewish Truth and 

Reconciliation, and Calm Emotional Therapy. 

We believe everyone will endorse AARS because it benefits everyone, as it offers great relief for 

the victims, and for the guilty parties. Victims get relief because we generate the wealth, so all 

Blacks in America can get $100k each, on 12-1-22. In our effort to expedite the process for Blacks 

to get reparations, we offer a source where the government, guilty parties, those with compassion, 

and rich Blacks become clients with people or groups with $10M - $100M and $500M - $5B, to 

use like the $5B in seed funds. After Blacks accept AARS, and the government ratifies AARS, 

the seed funds and reparations resources go evenly to the operating U.S. Black Banks.  

The groups and organizations who have already given money for reparations made a big mistake. 

They have given from $100M to $1B. If they would have engaged the SEEG, the SEEG would 

have blocked that money in their bank accounts for the duration of the 10 days to 1 year SEEG 

program. The SEEG uses their banks and officers to manage their programs to generate wealth. 

The funds are unblocked after the programs complete, so clients cannot lose their money. 

We access rules like mergers and acquisitions to create the Global Bank of Africa (GBA), as the 

parent bank for the operating U.S. Black Banks. The profits from the SEEG programs go to the 

AARS account, then to the Black Banks, until we certify the GBA. The AARS account will be 

moved to the GBA, to look out for Blacks globally. We do have funds in the AARS account now. 

We will have two sectors for each bank to co-chair, along with their normal business practices.  

The sectors will include studies on gentrification, the police, institutions, and systems the AARS 

Congress list for improvement and stability. We will improve integration via dialogue and studies. 

In AARS Blacks get justice, satisfaction, and a good plan. Then peaceful race relations can start 

since victims get fairness, guilty parties pay less, and all others engage Blacks with mutual respect.  

 

God’s Humble Servant,                                                                                                                                                            

Brotha Cliff Pruitt                                                                                                                            


